MIDI
Instantly add instruments to an
organ
Thanks to MIDI, musical instruments can play each other. Over
the last 20 years, it’s become the universal “digital language” of the
music scene.
So think what it can do for an organ. Control a synthesiser,
perhaps. Be controlled. Record a performance. Play it back later.
Compose a piece, sit back and hear it. Transpose it or speed it up.
MIDI for MultiSystem, or MFM, can achieve all that from the
comfort of a console.

• Commonsense controls
• Upgradable from
simple record/playback to
full interaction
• On-screen guidance
• Interacts with any
MIDI device or instrument
• Can be added to any
MultiSystem
• No need to learn fancy
codes or protocols

Fuss free control
MFM can be connected any MultiSystem. Including it in a specification
is just a matter of calling us here at SSOS.
From there, it’s controlled from a one-piece panel at the console. The
advanced version, MFM-D, includes a scrollable display of the system’s
every function. Each is set out in good old organ-speak in English,
French or German. There’s no techno-babble at all.
Rather than blind you with
science, we’ll just help you
build brilliant organs.
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MFM - basic, advanced or in between
Option 1 - Basic Record and Playback

Using simple start, stop and record buttons an organist can play a
piece, record it and play it back at will - right down to stop changes
and expression. Want to play a hymn and conduct a choir at once?
Here’s how.

Option 2 - MIDI Sounds and Stop Control

On top of recording, Option 2 connects an organ with other MIDI
instruments to add extra pre-set sounds.

Option 3 - MFM - D with Easy-to-use Display

MFM-D oﬀers all you’ve seen above and controls it from a scrolland-click screen at the console. Right there, sounds are selected by
their real names and pitches are just shown from 16’ to 2’. No numbers or codes. In short, MFM-D oﬀers all of MIDI’s beneﬁts without
any of its hassles.
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